This is the 11th Composites Durability Workshop (CDW-11) following the ten CDWs previously held in Kanazawa, Stanford, Tokyo, Albuquerque, Paris, Tokyo, Maui, Zaragoza, Shanghai, and Seattle. The workshop has brought together many leading experts in the field providing a forum to exchange new ideas and facilitate networking.

The venue for CDW-11 is Jeju island, Korea, known as the Hawaii of the far east. This island roughly the size of Oahu offers breathtaking scenery and a variety of outdoor activities. It is conveniently served by domestic flights from Seoul and other major cities in Korea as well as internationally from Japan and China. The workshop will be held at Seogwipo KAL Hotel, a four star hotel operated by the Korean Air. Located on the southern coast of the island right by the ocean, the hotel offers a magnificent view along with comfort and luxury.

CALL FOR PRESENTATION

Please submit one-page abstract to co-chair Byung Sun Kim (kbs@kmail.kimm.re.kr), Yasushi Miyano (miyano@neptune.kanazawa-it.ac.jp) or Thomas Hahn (hahn@seas.ucla.edu) by April 1, 2006. If accepted, presentation viewgraphs are due June 1, 2006. These viewgraphs will be published in a CD.

All topics dealing with composites durability are welcome. They include, but not limited to:

Characterization – new test methods, microstructure-property relationships, etc.
Modeling – prediction methods, statistical approaches, etc.
Enhancement – new materials, nanocomposites, multifunctional composites, etc.
Management – health monitoring, prognostics, health management, etc.
PROGRAM

Wednesday, June 21, 2006

Welcoming Reception, Seogwipo KAL Hotel  
7:00 – 9:00 PM

Thursday, June 22, 2006

Technical Session 1  
9:00 -12:00 AM
Lunch  
12:00 noon
Technical Session 2  
1:00 - 5:00 PM
Workshop Dinner  
7:00 - 10:00 PM

Friday, June 23, 2006

Technical Session 3  
9:00 -12:00 AM
Lunch  
12:00 noon
Special Guided Tour around the island  
1:00 - 5:00 PM
Farewell Dinner, Seogwipo KAL Hotel  
7:00 - 10:00 PM

Registration fee is US$300 per person that includes a CD with all presentations, and all meals. For spouses the fee is US$75. They are invited to all functions except Thursday lunch. A special spouse program is being organized for Thursday.

A block of rooms has been reserved at Seogwipo KAL Hotel, Seogwipo City, Jeju-do, Korea; Phone: +82-64-733-2001 or +82-2-310-6677; web site: http://www.kalhotel.co.kr; E-mail: kalhotel@koreanair.co.kr FAX: +82-64-733-9377. The daily rate for single or double will be around US$100 plus tax, which includes daily breakfast buffet. Room reservations must be made before May 1, 2006, to take advantage of this special rate.

Honorary Chairman: Stephen Tsai, Stanford University
Co-chairmen: Byung Sun Kim, Korea Institute of Machinery and Materials, Yasushi Miyano, Kanazawa Institute of Technology, Thomas Hahn, UCLA.
JEJU (or CHEJU) ISLAND AND KOREA

Jeju Island
http://www.jeju.go.kr

Jeju Island Information and Tours
http://jejueco.com/

Korea
http://www.korea.net

Directions to the Hotel

With views of the ocean or Mt.Halla from a super deluxe resort hotel, Seogwipo KAL Hotel is located in the southern area of Jejudo. The Seogwipo KAL Hotel is 45 km from Jeju International Airport and only 5 km from Seogwipo harbor.

- Airport limousine bus
  (Runs every 15 minutes between the airport and the hotel from 6:20 a.m. to 10 p.m.)